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ABSTRACT
The notion of forking has changed with the rise of distributed version control systems and social coding environments, like GitHub.
Traditionally forking refers to splitting off an independent development branch (which we call hard forks); research on hard forks,
conducted mostly in pre-GitHub days showed that hard forks were
often seen critical as they may fragment a community. Today, in social coding environments, open-source developers are encouraged
to fork a project in order to contribute to the community (which
we call social forks), which may have also influenced perceptions
and practices around hard forks. To revisit hard forks, we identify,
study, and classify 15,306 hard forks on GitHub and interview 18
owners of hard forks or forked repositories. We find that, among
others, hard forks often evolve out of social forks rather than being
planned deliberately and that perception about hard forks have
indeed changed dramatically, seeing them often as a positive noncompetitive alternative to the original project.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The notion of forking in open-source has evolved: Traditionally,
forking was the practice of copying a repository and splitting off
new independent development, often under a new name; forking
was rare and was typically intended to compete with or supersede
the original project [5, 7]. Nowadays, with the rise of social coding and explicit support in (distributed) version control systems,
forks are public copies of repositories in which developers can
make changes, potentially, with the intention of integrating those
changes back into the original repository. Forking of repositories
has become very popular [6].
However, most of these modern forks are not forks in the traditional sense. We distinguish between social forks, referring to
creating a public copy of a repository on a social coding site like
GitHub, often with the goal of contributing to the original project,
and hard forks, referring to the traditional notion of splitting off
a new development branch [10, 11]. Traditionally, hard forks were
frequently considered as risky to fragment a community and lead
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to confusion for both developers and users [7], and there was a
strong norm against forking. In this paper, we argue that perceptions and practices around forking could have changed significantly
since the advances in distributed version control systems and transparency mechanisms on social coding sites [4], may have enabled
new opportunities and changed common practices and perceptions.
Therefore, we ask the research question: How have perceptions
and practices around hard forks changed? Furthermore, we
automate the process of identifying hard forks among social forks
and quantifying how frequent hard forks are across GitHub.
Using a mixed-method exploratory research strategy [3], combining repository mining with 18 developer interviews, we investigate:
(1) Frequency of hard forks; (2) Common evolution patterns of hard
forks; and (3) Perceptions of hard forks.

2

RESEARCH METHODS

Instrument for Visualizing Fork Activities. We created commit
history graphs, a custom visualization of commit activities in forks
and corresponding upstream repositories, as illustrated in Tab. 1.
Identifying Hard Forks. We proceeded iteratively validating
and combining various heuristics. Our final classifier proceeds in
two steps: first, we use multiple simple heuristics to identify candidate hard forks; second, we use a more detailed and more expensive
analysis to decide which of those candidates are actual hard forks.
Our classifier identifies a total of 15,306 hard forks across GitHub.
Classifying Evolution Patterns. We identified different evolution patterns among the analyzed forks using card sorting [8].
Evolution patterns describe how a hard fork and the corresponding
upstream project coevolve and can help to characterize forking
outcomes. After several iterations, we arrived at a stable list of
15 patterns with which we could classify 97.7 % of all hard forks.
Interviews. We selected potential interviewees among the maintainers of the 15,306 identified hard forks and corresponding upstream repositories. Overall, 18 maintainers volunteered to participate in our study (7 % response rate). More information about our
interviewees are in the paper [11]).

3 RESULTS
3.1 Frequency of Hard Forks
Hard forks are generally a rare phenomenon. As our analysis of
evolution patterns reveals, cases where both the upstream repository and the hard fork remain active for extended periods of time
are not common (patterns 1, 2, and 4–7). Most hard forks actually
survive the upstream project, if the upstream project was active
when the fork was created (patterns 8–11), but many also run out
of steam eventually (patterns 3 and 12–15), While most hard forks
are created as forks of active projects (patterns 4–15), there are a
substantial number of cases where hard fork are created to revive a
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Table 1: Evolution patterns of hard forks
Id
1

Category Total Sub-category Example
Success
(F. active > 2 Qt.)

632

2
3

5

U remains
inactive

576

U active
again

56

Not success
420
(F active <= 2 Qt)

4

Count

420
only M

Both Alive

26
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in what happens in their forks. However, we see little evidence of
actual synchronization or merging across forks in the repositories.
Discussion and Implications. We see new opportunities in
coordinating and considering multiple forked projects as part of a
larger community. Recent academic tools for improved monitoring [9] are potentially promising. Also more experimental ideas
about virtual product-line platforms that unify development of
multiple variants of a project [2] may provide inspiration for maintaining and coordinating hard forks. We believe that our dataset can
be useful to develop and evaluate such tools in a realistic setting.

723 only S

107

3.3

6

M&S

28

7

No Int

562

8

only M

174

The line between hard forks and social forks is subjective, but, when
prompted, participants could draw distinctions that largely mirror
our definition (long-term focus, extensive changes, fork with own
community). For most interviewees, the dominant meaning of a
fork is social fork. When asked specifically about hard forks, interviewees raised concerns about potential community fragmentation,
confusing end users, and would have preferred to see hard-fork
owners to contribute to the upstream instead.
Discussion and Implications. Overall, we see that the perception of forking has significantly changed compared to perceptions
reported in earlier work. While there is still some concern about
community fragmentation, it is rarely a concrete concern if there
are actual reasons behind a hard fork. Transparent tooling seems
to help with acceptance and with considering multiple hard forks
as part of a larger community that can mutually benefit from each
other. With tooling for coordination and merging, we think hard
forks can be a powerful tool for exploring new ideas or testing
whether there is sufficient support for features and ports for niche
requirements or new target audiences (e.g., solving the specificitygenerality dilemma with a deliberate process).
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F Lived Longer

7280 only S

686

10

M&S

107

11

No Int

6313

12

only M

388

13

Fork does not
6251 only S
out live upstream

762

14

M&S

199

15

No Int

4902

1-3: Revive Dead Project; 4-15: Fork Active Project
U – Upstream, F – Fork, M – Merge, S – Synchronize, Int – Interaction

dead project (pattern 1–3), in some cases even triggering or coinciding with a revival of the upstream project (pattern 2), but also
here not all hard fork sustain activity (pattern 3).
Discussion and implications. Even though the percentage of
hard forks is low, the total number of attempted and sustained hard
forks is not. Considering the significant cost a hard fork can put on
a community through fragmentation, but also the potential power a
community has through hard forks, we argue that hard forks are an
important phenomenon to study even when they are comparably
rare. We release the dataset of all hard forks with corresponding
visualizations as dataset [1]. In addition, hard forks are not likely
to be avoidable in general, because of a project’s tension between
being specific and begin general. One could argue that hard forks
are a good test bed for contributions that diverge from the original
project. Therefore, a family of related projects that serve slightly
different needs but still coordinate may be a way to overcome this
specificity-generality dilemma.

3.2

Interactions between Fork and Upstream
Repository

Many interviewees indicate that they are interested in coordinating
across repositories, either for merging changes back upstream or
to monitor activity in the upstream repository to incorporate select
or all changes. Some hard fork owners did not see themselves competing with the upstream project, but rather being part of a larger
project. Also upstream maintainers tend to be usually interested

Perceptions of Hard Forking
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